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We review the propagation of light neutrinos in matter assuming that 
their mixing with heavy neutrinos is close to present experimental limits.
The phenomenological implications of the non-unitarity of the light neu­
trino mixing matrix for neutrino oscillations are discussed. In particular we 
show that the resonance effect in neutrino propagation in matter persists, 
but for slightly modified values of the parameters and with the maximum 
reduced by a small amount proportional to the mixing between light and 
heavy neutrinos squared.
PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.St, 26.65.+t, 95.85.Ry
1. Introduction
There is convincing evidence for neutrino masses and mixing, being at 
least three light neutrinos with masses <  2.2 eV [1,2]. In fact LEP has mea­
sured the number of light standard  neutrinos N¡, =  2.994 ±  0.012, excluding 
new ones with masses below ~  M z / 2. Light neutrinos with small couplings, 
sterile, and heavy ones are not ruled out, although there are astrophysical 
and cosmological constraints on their masses, nature and decay lifetimes [3].
In order to describe their interactions it is usually assumed th a t the 
mixing of the three light standard  neutrinos is given by a unitary  m atrix,
and then th a t their mixing with heavy neutrinos (and the lack of unitaritv) 
is negligible. In practice this is the case for see-saw models [4]. Indeed, if for 
the sake of discussion we assume only one light neutrino, the mass m atrix
requires a very heavy M ajorana mass, typically of the order of the unifica­
tion scale M  ~  1015 GeV, to  generate light masses m  ~  v 2/ M  ~  eV , with 
v  ~  250 GeV the electroweak vacuum expectation value. As a consequence 
the mixing between light and heavy neutrinos v / M  ~  10"™25, and thus com­
pletely negligible. The numerical problem can be improved introducing a 
small Yukawa coupling A (v —> Xv everywhere), bu t not evaded. However, 
one can write down models where the light masses and mixings are not 
correlated, allowing in principle for observable non-decoupling effects pro­
portional to the mixing between light and heavy neutrinos. In particular in 
the general 2 x 2  case
the light mass m  ~  a — X2v 2/ M  can vanish and at the same tim e the mixing 
~  A v / M  can be relatively large if we fine tune a. This scenario can be 
m ade more natural adding new degrees of freedom. For example, one can 
write models with two heavy neutrinos N  and N '  per family and an effective 
approxim ate sym m etry L v +  Ljv — Ljv' implying a mass m atrix  of the form
where a large singlet vacuum expectation value M  gives a Dirac mass to 
the heavy neutrinos, whereas the light neutrino is massless and the mixing 
between the light and heavy neutrinos A v / M  arbitrary. This is similar to 
the light neutrino mass m atrix  texture obtained imposing the lepton number 
sym m etry L Ve — L v — [5]. Eq. (3) generalises to three families trivially
but leaves three massless neutrinos. If we want to give them  a small mass, 
we can introduce a M ajorana mass m! -C M  for the heavy neutrino N ,  
violating the approxim ate sym m etry and inducing a light neutrino mass 
m  ~  m 'X 2v 2 /  M 2. An alternative way is to  assume th a t there exists a much 
heavier M ajorana fermion which through the see-saw mechanism gives a very 
small mass to the light neutrino, violating also the approxim ate sym m etry 
(up-left entry), and mixes very little. At any rate, it seems necessary in order 
to  have small enough neutrino masses and at the same tim e a relatively large 




Models with extra dimensions can do the job [6,7]. A neutral fermion living 
in the bulk can reduce to  a massless right-handed neutrino plus a tower 
of heavy Kaluza-Klein modes. Then as pointed out in Ref. [7] after the 
electroweak sym m etry breaking the new fermions can mix with a standard 
neutrino and give a massless mode with a relatively large mixing ~  XvR,  
where R  is the compactification radius. In this case the truncation of the 
Kaluza-Klein tower can also generate a tiny neutrino mass ~  À2u2/M s, 
with M s the mass scale of the underlying (string) theory where the infinite 
Kaluza-Klein tower is truncated.
If one assumes a relatively large departure of the unitary  mixing among 
light neutrinos, one m ust wonder about possibly large contributions to rare
leptonic processes, e.g. p  —> e j ,  p  —> <■<■<■. Z  —r < ¡t  As no such decays
have been observed, relatively stringent bounds on the mixing between light 
and heavy neutrinos and the heavy masses can be derived [8]. In the fol­
lowing independently of their origin we discuss the effects of non-decoupled 
heavy neutrinos in light neutrino physics, in particular in neutrino oscilla­
tions.
New contributions to processes involving only the known fermions as ini­
tial and final states are typically proportional to  the square of the mixing 
between light and heavy neutrinos, and then small and difficult to  observe. 
This makes processes forbidden in the absence of such a mixing particularly 
interesting. Prim e examples are the lepton number violating processes in­
volving charged leptons and CP violating neutrino oscillations. If the angle 
mixing the electron and tau  neutrinos is not small bu t negligible, no CP 
violating neutrino oscillation is observable if the light neutrino mixing ma­
trix  is unitary. This does not need to be the case if the light neutrinos mix 
with heavy ones making the light neutrino mixing m atrix  non-unitarv [9]. 
Hereafter we will discuss this possibility following closely Ref. [10] but stick­
ing mainly to  the eigenmass basis description of neutrino oscillations. In 
Section 2 we introduce the neutrino bases convenient for describing neu­
trino propagation in m atter [11], which we review in Section 3. In Section 
4 we study the case of two neutrinos propagating in unpolarised, isotropic 
and neutral m atter, and in Section 5 we calculate the corrections to the 
resonance effect in neutrino oscillations. Section 6 is devoted to  conclusions.
The mixing with heavy neutrinos implies the loss of unitaritv  of the 
M aki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) mixing m atrix  [12] describing the charged 
current interactions. The same happens if the observed charged leptons 
mix with new heavy ones [13]. The phenomenological consequences are also 
similar. Both cases are explicit examples of the Standard Model (SM) ex­
tensions param etrised in Ref. [14]. Present limits on rare processes postpone 
any observation of these effects in neutrino oscillations to v  factory experi­
m ents [15].
G , =  I "  1  I , (5)
2. N eutrino eigenstates
Let us assume th a t there are three light active, n s light sterile and t i r  
heavy neutrinos. So the mass m atrix  has dimension n  =  3 +  n s +  t ir ,  being 
diagonalised by a unitary  m atrix
U j M U u  =  (MMdiag =  d iag(m im 2...m 3+„sM i...M „R) , (4)
where
~~ V' W  )  ’
with the (3 + n s) x (3 + n s) m atrix  U  ( t i r x t i r  m atrix  U')  describing the mixing 
among the light (heavy) neutrinos and the matrices V and V' param etris­
ing the mixing between the light and heavy neutrinos. Thus, the havour 
eigenstates are linear combinations of the mass eigenstates
n  3 + B 5 3 + B 5 + B rk) = E(^)-N>= E w-N>+ E  V-N>’ (6)
¿ = 1  ¿ = 1  ¿ = 3 + n 5+ l
with a  =  1 ,2 ,3  standing for e, /¿, r ,  respectively. In the charged lepton
mass eigenstate basis the hrst three rows of Uu param etrise the charged and 
neutral current interactions, the corresponding Lagrangians being
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¿ n c  =  -rx—-Q x— I  V  ( i -  75) OijVj
4 sm Q\y cos Bw  .
+  2 Y ,  F fl [T3f  (1 — Ts) — 2Q / sin2 9w] /  > .2%, (8)
f=e,p,n )
where T3/  and Q f  are the th ird  component of the weak isospin and the charge 
of the fermion / ,  respectively, and i2jtj  =  X a = e ^ r  {Uv)*ai{Uv )aj- The non­
observation of SM deviations (except for neutrino oscillations) bounds the 
new interactions. Universality sets limits on the diagonal elements of
Wa/J =  (VVt)a/J =  5a/J -  (w w t) , (9)
and the off-diagonal ones are mainly constrained by the non-observation of 
the lepton number violating processes /z —> e'y, /z —> eee, Z  —» e f i , ... [8]
ujee < 0.0054, ujßß < 0 .0096, u/TT <  0.016, \uefi\ < 0.0001, \ußT\ < 0.01
(10)
(assuming no model dependent cancellation).
Future experiments will improve these bounds or detect new effects. In 
neutrino oscillations with low energy production and detection processes and 
heavy neutrinos not propagating large distances the effective flavour states 
are obtained truncating Eq. (6)
3 + B s 3 + n s
\ka) = K l E  U«№i)  =  E  , (11)
i=1 i=1
where we have also conventionally included the normalisation factor 
Aq =  X q= ”s \Mai12 =  x/1 — waa- These states do not need to be orthog­
onal
{Pa\kß) =  (8aß ~  waß ) ; (12)
reading in the flavour basis
( 3 + n s n  \\va ) -  E  Ußal vß)  +  E  Y U ) ß a ^
ß = l  /3 =  3-f?Ls +  l  J
As an example, let us consider neutrino production in the charged current 
process l~ X  —» i/ ßY.  If the available mass
Aniß  =  A  ( ^ / (Et-  +  E x  -  E Y ) 2 -  (pt-  +  p x  -  pV)2)  (14)
is much smaller than  the heavy neutrino masses but much larger than  the
light ones, these will be produced coherently and the amplitude
3 + B s
A ( l ~ X  ->  f)ßY )  = X /  E  U ß i A { l -X  ->  i ' ,Y)
i=1 
3 + n s
-  E  E  .V -+  vaY )
i=1
=  A-ß l (8ßa -  u ßa) A SM( l f X  -> va Y ) , (15)
where , F X,(/,, X  —» va Y )  is the SM am plitude for massless neutrinos. In 
particular
a ( l ~ X  ->  PaY )  ~  Al a SM( l f X  ->  vaY ) . (16)
3. N e u tr in o  p ro p a g a tio n  in  m a tte r
Similarly to the case of photons the coherent scattering of light neutrinos 
in a medium modifies their properties. In the first case it gives the index 
of refraction of light, and for neutrinos it modifies their effective masses 
changing substantially their oscillation pattern , also showing resonance phe­
nomena eventually (11]. The coherent neutrino scattering is described by a 
four-fermion Hamiltonian
y-i 3 -\-ns— E  E [vkr aVi\ J r <a I „h i  9  f a 9%To ) / (17)
i , k = 1 a = V ,A
where T\/(A) =  7 r(7 r7 s) and /  stands for the type of m atter, electrons e 
and nucleons p ,n .  This Hamiltonian and the couplings gkta and gkta can 
be calculated from Eqs. (7),(8 ) [10]. The Feynman diagrams are drawn in 
Fig. 1.
(c)
Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for neutrino scattering in matter. All three diagrams 
contribute to neutrino-electron scattering m  +  —¥ nk + ( /  =  e), but only
diagram (a) contributes to neutrino-nucleon scattering m + f  —¥ nk + /  ( /  =  p,n).
g%  — —gk%A — U*kUei +  p B ki (—|  +  2sin2 $ i y ) ,
9 *  =  - 9 ? a  =  - K k U e i  +  \ p i 2 k i ,
g f v  = - 9 fA = p^k i  {T3f  -  2Q f  sin2 6w)  ,
9 ^ f V  =  ~ 9 e A  =  - p i l k i T z f ,  ( 1 8 )
where /  =  p ,n  and 
M 2
Then, the interaction Hamiltonian for a iy of m omentum k  and helicitv A 
propagating in m atter produces a 1 7 , with the same m omentum and helicitv 
is
= E  / d3xwf^  /
i V'=l
x Y k  k  A|( /  p s\H-fnt( x ) \ f  p  s)\vi k  A ), (20)
where P f ( p , s )  is the distribution function for the background fermions of 
type / ,  m omentum p  and spin s normalised to give the number of fermions 
per unit volume
N f  = Y , f ^ i p f i p ^ -  (21)
Assuming th a t the neutrinos are relativistic k 1 E f k >> m 2fe and using 
Eqs. (17),(18) we can write
Hj£(k  A =  -1 )  =  — \Hkf ( k  A =  + 1 )
Y 2 G F N f  
f * h k
-M ( / p - s \  - n J  * ’ š \  t  ( k - p ) ( p - s ) y 
\\k\Ef/ \l klimf + Ef),
(22 )
where /•.'/ y^m2 +  p 2 and my are the energy and mass of the /  fermion, 
respectively,
 ^= Nj  ^J Z^& ^  ’ (23)
and A =  —1 (+1) stands for the helicitv of the Dirac (antineutrinos) and 
M ajorana neutrinos. This Hamiltonian enters the evolution equation for 
light neutrinos (expanding to first order in H mt)
, 3 + n s
i - ' h ( k  A , i ) =  Y H k f ' ^ ( k  A ,i) , (24)
i= 1
with ipk(k A, t) =  {1+  k  A|ip(t)) and
<  = 4 4 + '  + » •  (28)2|fc|
As usual, we have removed the diagonal pieces of the effective Hamiltonian 
for they give global unobservable phases in neutrino oscillations. In partic­
ular A m 2x =  m 2 — m \.  W ith these equations one can evaluate the different 
probability amplitudes. We apply them  to a simple example in next section.
4. Propagation  in an unpolarised, isotropic  
and electrically  neutral m edium
Let us assume th a t for each fermion type /  m atter is unpolarised (s) =  0 
and isotropic (p) =  0, and as a whole electrically neutral N e = Np % N n . In 
this case the interaction Hamiltonian is momentum  and helicity independent
E k f { k  A) =  V2G p N e(gEy  +  gpy )  +  N ng^v  
= V 2 G f ( N eU*kUei -  \ p ^ u N n ^  . (26)
For constant density the evolution equation (24) can be easily solved diag­
onalising the effective (Hermitian) Hamiltonian
o -e f f  _  
n ki —
/ 0 0 0 0 \
1
0  A m , , 0 0
0 0 A m § i 0
2 ^ 0 0 0 A m 2 !
\
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where m 2 are the effective (real) masses and Wji the diagonalising (uni­
tary) m atrix  giving the effective mass neutrinos as linear combination of the 
vacuum mass ones. Hence
A i'a^i'p(E)  — — L))
3+72s
W  E  U ^ w l f ^ W p U F .  (28)
k , j , i = l
The A factors result from the normalisation of the effective flavour states 
in Eq. (11). If we ask for transitions of flavour neutrinos travelling long
distances (allowing for heavy neutrinos to  decay), these factors m ust be 
removed according to  Eq. (15)
For illustration we calculate the probability amplitudes for the case of 2 
standard  families and 1 heavy neutrino. We can as usual param etrise U and 
V in Eq. (5) with 3 mixing angles and 1 phase
where Sij,cij stand for sin iQ , cos 0^, respectively, and S13 and s 23 are small, 
with their products being constrained by Eq. (10). (Uv has the same form as 
the mixing m atrix  for three families bu t now the th ird  row corresponds to the 
m ainly heavy singlet neutrino, and the th ird  column to the corresponding 
heavy mass eigenstate. The other two phases needed to param etrize Uv in 
general are not observable in neutrino oscillations.) We can use the vacuum 
expressions to learn about the new effects. Indeed, taking W  equal to  the 
identity
The sum of both probabilities is always smaller than  1. In fact if we also add 
the probability am plitude for producing the mainly heavy flavour eigenstate 
PUe^ UN(L) (which one may eventually detect through its decay products 
[16]), we obtain c23, which is smaller than  1  if the electron neutrino mixes 
with the heavy mass eigenstate, S13 % 0. Besides, there are CP violating 
effects even with two families (or with three families and a vanishing mixing 
between the first and th ird  one, or two degenerate light masses)
(29)
/ C l2Ci3 •Sl2Cl3 \
U qR qR•Si2c23 -  ci2s23Si3e ci2c23 -  si2s23Si3e (30)
\ /
(31)
Pve—*ve (T) — I A[/e—-fiie (T) I — C]_3 ( l  sin. 2$i2 sin zû) , (32)
with A  =  A s k F  and 
4 fc
(L) =  cf3sf3S23 +  s in 2 0 i2 c? 3  { s i3 s 23 C23 s in ô s in 2A
+  [sin20i2 (c2 3 — s?3 S23 ) +  cos 2 0 i2 s i 3 s in 2 0 23 cos 5] sin2 A } . (33)
APve^ Ufi(L) — PVe^ Vfi(L) PVe^ Vfi(L)
=  cf3 s in 2 0 i2 s i 3 s in 2 0 23 s in 5 s in 2 z l .
At any rate, all new effects are suppressed by at least the product of two 
small mixings S13 and /o r S2 3 , and thus they are bounded by the stringent 
limits in Eq. (10). Obviously we call the initial neutrino e and the final p 
bu t they stand for any two flavours. In fact the larger effects are expected 
for v fl — v T transitions.
5. R eso n an t o sc illa tion  o f ligh t n eu trin o s  
w ith o u t heavy  n e u tr in o  decoup ling
The same is true for neutrino oscillations in m atter. For example in this 
case the usual resonant behaviour
sin 2 0 eg- = sin 2 0 1 2




sin 2 0 eff =  C13
cos 2 0 1 2 ) 2 +  sin2 2 0 1 2
A





. o/1 , Y 2 G F\k\Nn . o/1 f
S in  2^12 H -7 2------- 5 13 s m  ^#23 COS 0
A m 2i
+  +  ^  2 % 5 i n A .
y / 2GF\k\ (2Ne -  N n ) 2 ' Y 2 G F\k\Nn /  2 2  2  i
0 3  +  A m 2 23 "" ■Sl3'S23yA m 2l
(37)
Thus the form is the same, bu t the resonance effect corresponds to  values 
of the param eters corrected by amounts again suppressed by at least the 
product of two small mixings S13 and /o r «2 3 - The im portant point is th a t 
the maximum sin 2 0 eg is not 1 bu t c23 what gives another (difficult) way to 
measure the mixing between light and heavy neutrinos.
6. C onclusions
Light neutrino masses are so small th a t mixing between light and heavy 
neutrinos m ust have a different origin if it is to  be observable. This requires 
either fine tuning or models with two different heavy scales. N atural SM 
extensions realizing this scenario are E q models with two heavy scales of 
gauge sym m etry breaking. Models with extra dimensions have also typically 
two such scales, the compactification and the string scale.
Independent of its origin one may wonder about the phenomenological 
implications of having heavy neutrinos with relatively large mixing with the 
SM ones. This case does not exhibit the cancellations present in the SM with 
only three massive light neutrinos but the departure from the SM predictions 
is bounded to  be small, in fact smaller than  the limits quoted in Eq. (10). 
These bounds result from charged lepton processes highly suppressed in the 
SM. New heavy neutrinos manifest in these transitions through their inter­
change in loops; whereas in neutrino processes they show up at tree level. 
In any case it can be proven th a t the corrections involve at least two powers 
of the small mixing between light and heavy neutrinos. No such new effects 
have been observed, the required precision for their detection demanding 
improved measurements of rare charged lepton processes or neutrino experi­
m ents at a v  factory. In this case the main signature is the observation of CP 
violation together with no mixing between the first and th ird  families. O ther 
effects which are corrections to  SM processes like the sum of probabilities 
not adding to 1  or modified resonance effects will be difficult to discriminate. 
At any rate the best place to look for is in p. and t  processes not involving e 
because present limits are less stringent. Besides their masses are larger and 
it is generally believed th a t mixing effects have some kind of scaling with 
them , favouring the observation of SM departures in heavy flavours.
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